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Development of 750 keV7 20kW DC Accelerator
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This paper discusses develojpmenl of a DC accelerator at CAT for industrial applications. This accelerator
is housed in two floors; first floor having the accelerator and the ground floor is an irradiation cell. Il will
operate in the voltage range of 300kV to 750kV and will give maximum beam power of 20kW. As shown
in the Fig.L, the electron gun, acceleration column, focusing coil, high voltage multiplier stack, filament
power supply and Ihe control unit are housed in a 1.5 m diameter and 3.2 m high pressure vessel which
will be pressurized to 5.5 bar of $Frt gas.

Fig.l Sectional view of 7150 KeVD.C. Accelerator
The electron gun is of modified Pierce type (triode) type, having directly heated Thoriated Tungsten wire
as cathode. It is designed using computer simulation software HOIJN [11. The acceleration columns are
made of ceramic rings diflWion bonded with titanium electrodes. The beam line is of about 5.5 m long
and is made of 100mm diameter stainless steel tube with conflat flanges. Vacuum of the order of 10
mbar is maintained in the beam line with one turbo molecular pump for roughing and two sputter ion
pumps for maintaining the vacuum during operation. Two focusing coils ore provided in the beam line to
limit the size of the beam at the extraction window. An electro pneumatic gale valve is provided in the
beaui line to isolate the system during occidental rupture of extraction window. A scanning magnet is kept
just above the scanning chamber to scan (he beam at a frequency of 100 Hz. The scanning widm can be
varied from 500mm to 1200mm on the product. The scanning chamber, which is of triangular shape, is
fabricated out of AISI 304 steel with reinforcements on the side covers. The extraction window is of 50
microns thick titanium foil fixed to the flanges using viton O-rings. The flanges are water-cooled and the
foil is air-cooled.
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The high voltage is generated using balanced Cockroft-WalUin voltage multiplier circuit by a chain of
diodes and capacitors. The AC Mains is first converted into low voitogc DC in the converter. This DC
converter drives a high frequency inverter operating at 40 KHz. The Frequency is so chosen to get low
ripple and better load regulation, The size of components, specifically capacitors also is comparatively
less in CHSC of high frequency operation. For more effective irisulnliun, gus having higher dielectric
strength SF« is employed in addition to the equipotentioJ corona guard rings. The supplies for the cathode
are tapped at the highest potential using the Af! column nftha multiplier The power supply unit is kept
inside the pressure vessel. It has got 15 stages and these 15 decks arc surrounding the acceleration column
mid clwlruu gun. There ure two acta of uiumiiiiuni uoronu rings one surrounding the uvuelcrulioii columns
and the oilier surrounding the power supply decks. A dome made of aluminium is kept at the top or" the
power supply unit. These corona rings and dome help in the uniform distribution of electric field. With
fhis nrrnngwiifint fVip. ftfootrir. fialrl nnywVtRre within thn prRMiint vossftl in ftstfmntiul tn hfl IHSR than X
kV/mm, u.C 8051 based micro controller linked with a PC using RS232 is used to control and monitor
diffcrcnt parameters of various sub systems. Fiber optic cable is used to transmit and receive data between
the micro controller which at ground potential and cathode supplies floating at - 750 kV.

Fig.2 Conveyor System
The material handling system shown in Fig.2. will be housed below the extraction window. It consists of
single slat type conveyor system for handling paper pulp sheets of 850 mm wide and 2 mm thick,
different items kept in troys and wooden laminates The sheets will be moved below the scanner at a
variable speed of 1 to 40 m/min depending on the dose requirements.

The complete system is installed in the shielded area and undergoing initial trial commissioning
using N2/CO2 gas mixture. All the individual systems are tested. It will be used for R&D in the
field of radiation processing e.g. curing of coatings, heat shrinkabie foils, paper pulp irradiation,
cross linking of small cables and wire, small food packets etc.
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